SAY CHEESE!

STEVE KAHAN
Hollis Hills, New York

To elicit a smile, a photographer will often ask his subject to "say cheese." Imagine his astonishment if the response he received were a list of twenty different varieties of cheese. That is precisely what appears below in a somewhat disguised format. Each of the words presented there contains an errant letter. Identify it, replace it with another, and permute the resulting collection to reveal the answer. Twenty out of twenty entitles you to be dubbed a big cheese!

1. ADAGIO
2. AMNESIAC
3. ANOINTS
4. DIEHARD
5. DOGMA
6. ENAMOR
7. FLATULENCE
8. FORECOURT
9. GAVOTTE
10. GLOTTIS
11. LUMBERING
12. MEANTIME
13. ORGANOLOGY
14. OVENPROOF
15. PATRIOT
16. RAREFY
17. SAUTERNE
18. SURGERY
19. TRAVAIL
20. WISPS